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We demonstrated that the superfluid to Bose-Mott insulator transition can be explained as the
proliferation of vortices even in 3+1 and higher dimensions [1]. This is special because then the
vortices become extended objects, no longer described by worldlines but rather by worldsheets.
Extending this formalism to a charged superfluid, i.e. a superconductor, leads to the predic-
tion that the competing Mott insulating state must support current-carrying vortices of its own.
These lines of current may explain the giant proximity effect.

Vortex worldsheets

A point particle traces out a worldline in
spacetime. The same holds for a vor-
tex in 2+1 dimensions. For example, a
vortex and anti-vortex configuration in a
2+1D superfluid are worldlines, interact-
ing via exchange of a gauge particle :

Conversely, in 3+1D the vortices are string-
like and trace out a worldsheet. A gauge
particle couple to a surface element,
and therefore is a two-form . Here
is the worldsheet of a closed vortex line.

Open problem: Giant Proximity Effect

A Mott insulator (La CuO )
between two superconductors
(La Sr CuO ). K.
The layer thickness is 100 Å, and
can be even more. This should
be compared with the coherence
length which in these materials is
only several Å

In 2004, I. Bozovic and coworkers made very pure samples of a doped
Mott insulator sandwiched in between two superconductors [2]. If the
doping is very low, even one layer is enough to prohibit the flow of super-
current. But if the doping pushes the Mott insulator very close to the su-
perconducting transition, tunnelling of supercurrent was observed over
distances much larger than one would expect from the regular Josephson
effect.

One possible explanation [3] argues that the superconducting order in
the Mott insulating layer must in essence be destroyed by formation of
vortex–anti-vortex pairs. However, these topological defects want to dis-
rupt the order in the superconducting phase over distances exceeding
the layer thickness. Yet the superconducting leads force the sandwiched
layer into a superconducting state, since the disorder cannot set in by
vortex formation.

Using our dual vortex theory, we present an alternative and qualita-
tively different principle underlying the unreasonably long distances
over which the supercurrent can still flow. Because the Mott insulator
is near the superconducting transition, it can support vortex solutions of
its own. These vortices consist of lines of (super)current, which is usually
expelled by the superconductor, just as magnetic field is expelled by an
ordinary superconductor. Therefore, the doped Mott insulator must be
regared as a kind of capacitor, with dielectric breakdown caused by the
formation of vortex lines extending across the layer. But since the energy cost of vortex lines is linear with
the distance, and regular dieletric linear in the volume, the layer can in fact be very thick.

Vortices in a Bose-Mott insulator

In a type-II superconductor, Abrikosov vortices exist because an external magnetic field can penetrate over a
distance larger than the coherence length that is the superconducting correlation length. Hence vortices
are regions where the superconducting phase is not well-defined. The vortex carries a magnetic field that
is quantized in terms of the flux quantized . In a thermal or quantum fluctating system, vortex–
anti-vortex pairs may also be created and annihilated as small spacetime loops.

Across the phase transition to a Bose-Mott insulator by vortex proliferation (see left), we obtain a new, dual
order parameter that denotes the density of the vortex condensate [1]. This condensate not only supports
dynamic modes, which in this case are the gapped doublon and holon modes of the Mott insulator, but also
vortex solutions of its own. These vortices are regions where the dual order parameter is now well defined.
Doing the calculations, one observes that analogous to flux quantum, these vortices in the Mott insulator
come in quanta of electric current density. The current quantum is where is an energy
scale related to material parameters.

So just as a type-II superconductor expels magnetic field but allows Abrikosov vortices, a “type-II Bose-Mott
insulator” expels an electric current but will allow for vortex lines of current.

Type-II Josephson effect

We now envisage the following scenario: the sandwiched layer of doped LCO is a Bose-Mott insulator near
the superconducting phase transition. Trying to force a current through the sample will at first be resisted
but soon cause the formation of current-carrying vortex lines. The energy penalty grows linearly with vortex
length instead of cubic in the layer thickness, allowing for the long tunnelling distances observed. This also
explained why a single layer of undoped LCO is enough to prohibit a current: it is not type-II and does not
allow for vortices.
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Vortex blowout

The ordered phase is a dilute gas of small
vortex loops, which have Coulomb-like
interactions mediated by gauge fields:

With increasing coupling constant, the size
of the loops grows until the vortex world-
lines extend to the system size. This is
called the ‘vortex blowout’; physically it
is like a Bose condensate of vortices. The
gauge fields undergo a Higgs mechanism
and cannot penetrate into the condensate.

In 3+1D the situation this would be a ‘foam’ of
vortex worldsheets.


